
XI APMO . SOLUTIONS AND MARKING SCHEMES

Problem 1.

First solution.

Let us prove that n: S(n) + 9"(n,) proceding by induction over the number of digits of n.

1 POINT.

If n has one digit ihen the result is trivial. Suppose that n = S(n) + 9T(n) is true for any integer n
of ,k digits. Now any number mof.k * l digits canbe writen a,sn1,:10n*a wheren is anumberof
k digits. Obviously,

T(m) : n + T(n) and (*) : S(n) + a.

2 POINTS (1 POINT for each of the last equaliti.es)'

Therefore

m-S(m) : 10n*a-S(n)-a
: lOn - S(n)
: (n - S(n)) + 9n

o?(n) + 9n

: nrt *1,

as required

4 POINTS.

Second solution.

Letn:dEd*-*::AAe:10&att10e-1a;r-r*...*10or*a9, where ok, ak-lt ..., dt, as a,le digits'

The stumps of n are

. dEd;T::A : 10ft-1a3 *l}k-zal-r * "' *10az* at

dfix-t.:-A : l}k-zax* 10e-3a6-r * "' * az

:

dffi : lQat*ot-r
ak : ak.

1 POINT,

Since 10--1 +lA**2 +...+ 10+ 1:lltl then the sum of all stumps of n is

r(n) :%-* . {{:1 a*-t *.. . * 4/,,,



3 POINTS.

and hence

sT(n) 
: :1;jt--'oo-r+... 

+10ar * ao-{ax*at-r +'..+al+o0)

Cons.equently n: S(",1+ 97(n).

3 POINTS.

Third Solution.

Let k(n) be the number of zeros at the end of the decimal representation of n or, whicb is the sarne,

the largest power of 10 which divides n. The the following two observations are straightforward:

1. S(n) = ^9(n - 1) - (9k(rz) - 1),

2. k(1) + /c(2) +.., + k(n) : T{n).

4 POINTS (2 POINTS for each of these equalities)'

Then summing the following equalities up 't

- s(1) : s(0) - (ek(l) - 1)'

s(2) : s(1)-(ek(2) -1)'
:

5(n-1) : S(',-2) - (9k(n-1) -1),
S(") : S(r,-1)-(9k(n-1) -1)

we get S(n) : n - (k(t) + k(2) + "' + k(n)) : n - 9T(n)'

3 POINT lor concluding'

Problem 2.

First Solution.

This is equivalent to lind the largest positive integer solution of the equation

lNl lNl lNl lNl
Lsj:Lsl-L7l -135.j '



(1)
L+l . L#l 

: 
L+l .t+l

1 POINT for equalitY (1).

For N to be a solution of (1) it is necessary that

N*2 N_34 N N
B - 3b-ss-7'

which simplifies to N ( 86.

1 POINTS for findins thai N S 86.

However, if N > 70 then because N < 86, (1) implies that

N-2 I{_16 N N
B --35 iT-7

which simplifies to N S 59, contradicting N > 70. it follows that N must be at most 69.

4 POINTS for findins that N < 69.

Checking (1) for .^f < 69 we find that

when N : 69, (1) is 23 + 1 : L3 * 9, false '

when N : 68, 67, T6, (1) is 22 + L: L3 * 9, false

when .lf : 65, (1) is 21 + 1 : 13 * 9, true.

Thus the answer is N : 65.

1 POINT for concludi,ng'

Second solution.

This is equivalent to find the largest positive integer solution of the equation

rNr_ lI * l{l_ l{l
Lel 

:L5j*L7l-L3b.l 
'

1 POINT far equalitY (1)'

Let N:35k+r (0 3r (35) be asolutionof (1). Then (1) canbewritenas

Ltri-l : nk. L;l . L;j

(1)



1 POINT.

Now s%r=, S Lry] , Lij S I and Ll <+. rherefore.

35k*.r-2<11/r+l+l:Y,
3-b/Jo

which implies that 70k ( r * 70 < 35 * 70 : 105. Then k ( 1 or equivalently N < 69'

4 POINTS for findins that N < 69'

As iri the first solution, checking (1) for N < 69 we find the answer N : 65.

1 POINT for conclud'ing'

Remark.
2 POINTS can be giuen for find,i,ng a good, upper bound, for etomple N < 100 (in the first solut'i'on we

found n < 86). 6 POINTS for prouing that N 169.

1 POINT can be giaen for the correct ansuer.

Problem 3.

First Solution.

It is easy to see that the intersection S nT has 2n sides only if the sides of ,S O ? alternate: blue, red,

blue, red, etc.

1 POINT.

Denote the vertices of ,Sn? clockwise x C1D1C2Dz . . .CnDn so that the sides CrDr,.CzDz,'' ' C:Dn

are blue. Denote the vertices of ,S by At, A2,..., An and the vertices of ? by Bt, Bz,"'' B" so

that ClDi C ByB2,...,CnDn C BnBr atd' DnCt C A1A2, "',Dn-tCn C AnAt'

ItiseasytocheckthatallthetrianglesDnBlCl,DIB2C2,...,Dn-tBnCnandC1A2D1,C2A3D2,"',CnA1Dn
are similar.

1 POINT.

Therefore,
DnCr 

- 
DrC, 

- : D!-tC\=:
D"B;TEA - DtBr; Bn Dn-tBn * Bncn

CtDr CtDz - 
CnDn

= c,4r+67;: c;t* 4*; cnAt * AtDn'

DnCt * DtCz + ... + Dn-rC"- :
Hence,

ffirc2+...I Dn-rBn+ Bncn

1 POINT.



C1D1* CtDz * ... + CnDn:

Let r : DnCt * DtCz * ... * DnaCnand y : CrDr * CtDz+..' + CnDnthen r is the sum of the

blue sid.es of ,S n ? and gr is the sum of the red sides. If a is the length of a side of ,9 (or ?), then the

equality (1) can be written ia the foliowing form

It follows that

r_y
na-u na-r

nor-r2 : naa-a2
na(r - y) : (r +a)@ -u)

(na-r-a)@-A) : 0.

Since the perimeter r * y of.S nf is strictly less than the perimetet na of S or ?, na - n - y > A'

We obtain r - a :0 and r - g q.e.d.

4 POINTS for concludin'g'

Second Solution.

As in the first solution, ,5 n ? has 2n sides only if the sides of 5 O ? alternate

1 POINT.

Label the vertices of the red n-gon Rt, Rz, . . . R.n and the vertices of the biue n -gon Bt, Bz, " ' ,8-n'

Place the n-gons so that the vertices a,re in the following clockwise order: Bt, Rt, Bz, Rz, ' ' ' , Bn, R^'

Each of these vertices together with the opposite side determines a triangle and all these triangles are

similar.

1 POINT,

For each ,i, : L, - . . ,fl, we let the lengths of the sides of the triangle determined by & be b;, c;,d'6 it
the clockwise ord.er where b; is the side opposite B; such that b;lh : c'tl7 : dtlil - p;' We also

let the lengths of the sides of the triangle determited by & be r;,s;,t; in the counter clockwise order

such that r;l\ - stlct: t;fd1: qr.

1 POINT,

Then we want to prove that br * " ' * bn : r7 * " ' * rn or bl (p1 + " + pn) : br (qr + " ' + q,)'

where pt : 7, or p -q *h"re p : (pr i "' * pr),q : (qr+ "' + q")" The perimeter of the blue

n-goniscr+dt*rt+...+cn*dn*rn:P4*pdt*qbl.Likewisetheperimeteroftheredn-
goi i, pb1*qc1*qil.Equating the two we have p(q*dt-br) : q(q*dt-b1), which implies p: q N

(i)



required.

4 POINTS lor conclud'i,ng.

Problem 4.

Answer. All the polynomials of degree 1 with rational coef;Ecients.

First Solution.
Note that a polynomial that satisfies the conditions of the problem takes rational values for rational
numbers and irrational values for irrational numbers. Let / (r) be a polynomial of degree n such that

/(") e Q for every r e Q. For distinct rational numbers r1t rtt...,rnt where n: deg/(r) let us

define the polynomial

g(r) = c0(, - r)(r-rz)-..(, -rn) *c1{r -r0)(, -rz)..'(r *'n)* "'
-*c;(*- ro)... (r - r;-)(r- r;+r)... (r - r,) *...
+c"(r - "o)(, - "r) . .. (r - rn-l), (1)

where cot clt . . . , cn are real numbers.

Supposethatg(r;) : f (r;),i:0,1,...,n. Since g(r):q(re-"0)...(ri-ri-)@l-rl+r) ...(,;-',r)
then 

o: . - . s?) 

-: 

, , , /("n) ., ,. (2)
(rt: 

"o) 
...(r;-n-)(r; - rr+i) - (,;- "o)"'("t -"t-r)(r;-r;+r)

Clearlygisarationalnumberfori:0,1,...,nandthereforethecoeffi.cientsof9(r)arerationai.
The polynomialg(r) defined in (1) with coefficienis cOrct:...,c, satisfyiog (2) coincideswith /(r) in
n + 1 points and both polynomials / and 9 have degree n. It follows that for every real c, J @) : g(x).

Therefore the coefficients of /(r) are rationai. r

Thus if a polynomial satisfies the conditions, all its coefficients are rational'

1 POINT for prouing that the polinomial has roti,onal coefficients.

It is easy to see that a1l the polynomials of first degree with rational coefficients satisfy the conditions

of the problem and polynomials of degree 0 do not satisfy it. Let us prove that no other polynomials

exist.



Supposethat/(r) :a0*a1fi*...*anfinisapolynomialwithrationalcoefficientsanddegreen)Z
that satisfies the conditions of the problem. We may assumg that the coefficients of /(r) are integers,

because the sets of solutions of equations /(s) : r and "f (r): or' where a is an integer' coincide-

Moreover let us denote g(r) : aZ-L f (*). S(") is a polynomial with integer coefficients whose leading

coefficient is 1. The equation J(r) :'"r has an irrational root if and only if g(t) : o*-r, iras an

irrational root. Therefore, we may assume WLOG that /(r) has integer coefficients and a, : 1'

1 POINT more for proui,ng that it is sufi"cient to cons'ider polinamials with integer and leadi,ng

coefficient equal to 1.

Let r be a sufifrciently large prime, such that

r > max{/(1) - f(0), r1,n2,...,r*),

where {rr,rz,...,re}denotethesetof allrealrootsof l@)-/(0)-r:0. Puttingq=r+f(0)eZ,
and considering the equality

l@)-q:f(r)-/(o)-"
we then have

"f(1) - s : /(1) - /(0) - r .-0.

On the other hand, by the choice of r, we have

/(1) -q:lt)-/(0)-r)0.
It follows from the intermediate value theorem that there is at least one real root p of /(r) - I : 0

between L and r. IrJotice that from the criterion theorem for rational roots, the possible positive

rationalrootsof theequation/(r) -q-l(") -/(0) -r:0are1andr. Thuspmustbeirrational'

5 POINTS for concluding'

Second Solution.
As in the first solution we may assume WLOG that /(r) has integer coeffi.cients and the leading

coefficient is ar, : 1.

2 POINTS.

Observing the graph of f (r), it is easy to see that there exists a sufficiently great integer r such that

f(r):rh*ooupossitiverootreandfor r2rothederivativef'(r) isgreaterthanl. Theequation

f (r) : r * t has also one positive root z1 ) rs. Since a,, : 1, rational roots 5cg and c1 must be

integers. Then 11 - ro > 1 and
/("r) -/("0) <r.

fi7 - JCl

It follows that ft(z) ( L for z e lrs,r1]. This contradiction proves that /(r): r necessarily has an

irrational root for at least one integer r.

Remark.
No points can be giuen just lor the answer.

5 POINTS for concluding.



Problem 5.

First Solution.

One of the sides AXi or BX; is equal to CD, thus d is on one of the circles of radius CD and, center
AorB' inthesamewayX6isononeof circlesof radius,4.Bwiihcenter CorD. Theintersection
of these four circles has no more than 8 points so that n S 8.

1 POINT tor find,ing that n z-8.

Suppose that circle ^9n with center B and radius CD intersects circle Sc with center C and rad.ius
AB in two points X1 and X2 which satisfy the conditions of the problem. Then in triangles ABX1
and CDXI we have BX1 : CD and CXr: AB. Since these triangles are congruent then AXi :
DX1, therefore X1 and X2 are on the perpendicular bisector of AD. On the other hand XtXz is
perpendicular to segment BC. Then BCll,AD and AB and CD are the diagonals or nonparallel sides
of a trapezoid.

Xz

Suppose that AB < CD. Then BX1 : CD > AB: CXt.lt follows that the distance from -4 to the
perpendicular bisector of BC must be less than the distance from D to this line otherwise we obtain a
contradiction to the condition AB < CD. Then for any point X in the perpendicular bisector of BC
we have AX < DX and it is not possible to have AX : C D, DX : AB. Thus if the circle with center
A and radius CD intersects the circle with center D and radius AB, then the points of intersection do
not satisfy the condition of congruence. Therefore if the points of intersection of ,9a with 56: satisfy
the condition of congruence, then the points of intersection of ,5a with Sp do not. Thus no more than
half of the 8 points of intersection of these circles can satisfy the condition of congruence, i.e. n 1. 4.

4 POINTS for proaing that n I 4.

If n :4 we have the fi:llowing example of a regular hexagon.

DA

X,

2 POINTS Jor proaing that. n) 4.



Second Solution.

The greatest possible value of n is 4. First we will prove-that n ) 4 and finally we will prove that
n 14.

o To prove that n > 4 it is enough to show a confi.guration of 8 points that satisfies the conditions
of the problem. Let us choose 6 points A, B, Y, C, D, X on a circle such that triangle
AYD is equilateral and B, C,X are points on arcs AY, YD, D,4 respectively such that arcs
AB, YC, DX are equal and less than 60o. Then it is easy to see that AB,CD and XY are
parallel and IDXY : ICYX: 60o.

4--- ,

B

ff XY intersects AC and BD at X', Y,, respectively, then
the problem.

o To show that n ( 4 let us consider the foliowing figure.

X,Y,XtYt satisfy the conditions of

2 POINTS for proui,ng that n ) 4.

",3--,),

B.

4y

D

_-"\-

il - -,.
Suppose'that AB < CD. The trace of point K such that (ABK): (CDK) is two lines I andm
through the point of intersection O ol AB with C D. (It ABIIC D bhen the trace of I( is formed
by two parallel lines.)

If X is a point such that LABX = LCDX then X must be on one or more of the perpendicular
bisectorsof thesegments AC,AD,BC,BD. SinceX lieson lorm, oneachof theperpendicular
bisectors of AC,AD,BC,BD there can be no more than 2 intersection points, i.e. n ( 8.

1 POINT for proaing that n S 8.

We will prove that at most one point on each perpendicular bisector satisfies the conditions of
the problem.



WLOG Suposse that X1 and X2 are points on the perpendicular bisector of BC such that
LABXT = LCDXT and A,4BX2 > ACDXz with X1 € I and Xz e m.

Let us prove that AXt : CD. Since AB + CD one of the segments AX1 or BXr is equal to
CD. If BX1: CD then CX1: CD by construction, and ACDXl has two sides equal to CD,
thus AX1 : CD.

In the same way we have DX1: ng
The same argument can be used if we consider the point Xz. Inthis case we conclude that AX1 :
AX2 and DX1: DX2, then AD and XrXz are perpendicular. But BC and X1X2 perpendicular
and therefore ADllBC. We are considering the case when ,4D and BC are diagonals of a
cuadrilateral, therefore they are not parallel. This is a contradiction.

If we consider the perpendicular bisector of B D, the same argument allows us to conclude
that AC and BD are parallel. Therefore a point X on I or rn (i.e (XAB): (XCD)) satisfies
(XOB) : (XOD) because triangles OAC and OBD are similar. Thus, the points of intersection
af AC with I and BD with I are midpoints of the respective segments. Then XrXz C I and,
since I is the perpendicular bisector and median, triangle ABD is isosceles with OB : OC. So,
AB : CD, which is a contradiction. Therefore n ! 4.

4 POINT for prouing that n I 4.


